
Sample Size
vs

Bias in Defect Prediction



Research Questions

Do different sources of bias have different 
impacts on prediction performance?
Considering bias, pollution, and size, which 
aspect of missing links affects prediction 
models the most?



Experimental Group

● Select programs from the bug tracking 
software JIRA

● Very high linking rates



Bias Types Evaluated
Experience- how experienced the defect-fixer was( percent of all commit 

made by that fixer)
Severity- The importance of this bug
Proximity- Number of days between

 the day of the bug-fix and next release 
( how close to a deadline was this bug fixed)

Latency- Number of days between the
 day of reporting and fixing the bug.
 ( how long it took to fix the bug)

Cardinality- Number of files in the
 bug-fixing commit.

Predictor Metrics



The Experimental Procedure
● For each type of bias tested, 

sub-datasets are sampled from 
the original dataset with that bias

● Each biased dataset is used to 
train a prediction model, and the 
models are evaluated

● Conclusions drawn from the 
results of these prediction 
models



Effects of Bias







Analysis

Different sources of bias have very similar 
effects on performance; furthermore, the effect 
of varying rates of bias is also minimal on non-
parametric measures of performance, for all 
sources of bias.



Conclusion

Size is much more important than bias polarity.
Focusing effort on collecting more samples 
may mitigate much of the impact of bias 
polarity.
Only for the F50 measure, pollution plays a 
bigger part than bias



Discussion Questions

1. What are some other sources of bias not 
identified in this study?

2. What would be the impact of using this study 
for defect prediction for tools like SemFix? 



Discussion Questions
3. How do you know that the “high quality data 
set” is in fact sufficiently unbiased?

4. Why is it significant that dataset size is more 
important than bias?



Discussion Questions
5. How would different sources of bias impact prediction 
performance? 

6. Which types of bias would it be
 more useful to know? What would 
you predict to be the most influential
 type of bias?


